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Electronic Trading
As of 26/3/2000, The Amman Stock Exchange
launched the electronic trading system. The first
electronic trading session was attended by the
Chairman of the Jordan Securities Commission
(JSC), and the ASE Chairman, and the executive
director of Paris Bourse Mr. Dominique Brutan, as
well as the commissioners of the JSC, the members
of the ASE Board of Directors, and the CEO of the
ASE. This event represents a qualitative leap for
ASE for keeping up with the developments of the
international stock exchanges, where the electronic
trading is an alternative for the manual trading.
This would upgrade and expedite the trading in
securities while providing transparency and safety
for the traders and the investors in the stock
exchange, by entering all the selling and buying
orders into the computers, then matching the
supply and
demand for securities, and
electronically setting and applying the price.
Moreover, the necessary settlements between the
participants in the market will be electronically
made, they will be effected after the execution
process in terms of settling the prices, and then
transferring these movements electronically to the
Securities Depositary Center that will carry out the
process of transfer of ownership. The application
of the electronic trading system shall give
considerable flexibility, and different information
for the brokers, which facilitates the execution of
transactions with fairness, speed and ease.
Electronic trading started with ten companies
shares. Gradually ASE shall move on from manual
1
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trading to electronic trading, where the companies
will be transferred to electronic trading in the form
of subsequent groups in the very near future . ASE
has placed large screens to display to the public the
process that take place in the electronic trading
floor, in addition to the direct linkage to the
International News Agency REUTERS, to transmit
the trading information live and direct to all parts
of the world. The investors have pursued with a lot
of interest the trading process through the display
screens. The electronic trading process took place
normally during the first week, where the trading
volume rose from JD (14) thousand in the first day
to JD (221) thousand in the fifth day . The number
of traded shares rose from (17.5) thousand shares
to (139) thousand shares, and the number of
contracts rose from (26) contracts to (73) contracts.
In conclusion, the trading volume amounted to JD
(1.1) million during the first week for the trading
companies through the electronic system, and the
number of traded shares amounted (1.3) million
shares, and the number of executed contracts were
(191).
It is worth noting that the ASE ever since its
establishment has followed-up the implementation
of the project of electronic trading system . This
has included all matters pertaining to electronic
trading, whether in terms of choosing the trading
system, correcting the mistakes and bugs included
in the system and amending it, according to the
local environment for trading in securities . Also
equipping the electronic trading floor, linking the
brokers offices to the trading floor, and issuing
trading rules according to this system . The ASE
sent some of its employees to train on the
electronic system , to know how to operate and
apply it. It also held training courses for the
brokers at the stock exchange in order to acquaint
them with how to deal with the system when
operating it, and held simulation sessions for the
purposes of ascertaining the safe application of the
trading system, and the ability of the brokers to
deal with it effectively when operating it .
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 Companies were transferred to the Electronic 
 System in First and Second Groups

     
    


  

Company’s Name

 

Continuous Pricing Group
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Al-Ekbal Printing & Packaging
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Middle East Complex
Export & Finance Bank
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Sulpho-Chemical Industries
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Universal Modern Industries
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Arab Potash

   

Fixed Pricing Group
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Jordan Press Foundation/ RAI
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Universal Chemical Industries
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Jordan French Insurance
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United Arab Investors
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Jordan Trading Facilities
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Kawther Investment
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Industrial & Development Bank
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Beit El-Mal for Saving & Investment
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Arab Intl. & Education Investment
Jordan Ceramic Investment
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Industrial Resources
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National Chlorine
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National Textile
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Nutri Dar
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Indicative Equilibrium Price (IEP)
The IEP is the price of equilibrium between
offered and demanded quantities, which is
calculated by the system after entering, altering
or canceling any order on a security. The
electronic trading system calculates this price
according to the following rules :
a) The price that achieves the largest executable
trading volume. Where more than one price
meets this condition, the rule mentioned in
(b) shall be used.
b) The price that achieves the smallest unexecutable trading volume. Where more than
one price meets this condition, the rule
mentioned in (c) shall be used.
c) The closest price to the previous closing
price.
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On the other hand, when calculating the IEP, the
volume of all orders, including the hidden order,
shall be accounted for. Also, all buying orders
entered in the pre-opening phase, at a price equal
to or more than the IEP, and selling orders
entered at a price equal to or less than IEP, shall
appear on the Order Book at the IPE calculated
by the system. In the opening phase, the system
shall cross the entered buying and selling orders.
All more-than-IEP buying orders and all lessthan-IEP selling orders, including the hidden
quantity, shall be fully executed. Orders entered
at an open price shall take priority of execution
over orders entered at the IEP.
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Pricing Groups

 

Continuous Pricing Group
This group represents the securities traded during
the trading session at various prices throughout
the various phases of the session. By virtue of the
trading rules, the trading session of the
continuous pricing group shall be divided into
the following phases :
a) Pre-opening phase.
b) Opening phase.
c) Continuous trading phase.
d) Pre-closing phase.
e) Closing phase.

The orders shall be entered in the pre-opening
phase for the continuous pricing group, and they
shall appear on the Order Book, without
effecting any trading. The system shall calculate
an IEP following each entry, which shall
immediately appear on the window of every
Company’s Order Book. Buying and selling
orders, which are entered in the pre-opening
phase of the continuous pricing group, shall be
executed in the opening phase at the last IEP of
each security at that particular moment, if the
execution is within the permissible limits of price
change. And the opening price shall be the last
IEP at which execution took place in the opening
phase in continuous pricing group. Once the
opening phase of the continuous pricing group
ends, trading continue until the end of trading
session. During the trading session, the brokers
are allowed to enter, alter, cancel and execute the
orders according to the supply and demand
forces in the market, using the continuous
auctioning method. All orders entered by a
broker in the trading system shall appear on the
broker’s Order Book, as well as on the Market by
Order Book, according to price preference and
priority of entry. They shall be given serial
numbers by the system.
5
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Fixing Pricing Group
This group represents the securities that are
traded at a limited price during the trading
session, representing the last IEP upon opening.
By virtue of the trading rules, the phases of the
trading session of the fixing pricing group shall
be divided into the following:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Pre-opening phase.
Opening phase.
Post-opening phase.
Pre-closing phase.
Closing phase.

The orders shall be entered in the pre-opening
phase for the fixing pricing group, and they shall
appear on the Order Book, without effecting any
trading. The system shall calculate an IEP
following each entry, which shall immediately
appear on the window of every Company’s
Order Book. Buying and selling orders, which
are entered in the pre-opening phase of the fixing
pricing group, shall be executed in the opening
phase at the last IEP of each security at that
particular moment, if the execution is within the
permissible limits of price change.
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Foreign Investment
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The value of shares purchased by NonJordanians in March equaled JD (7.9)
million, (78.5%) of which were purchased
by Arabs.
The value of shares sold by Non-Jordanians
was JD (9.0) million, (70.0%) of which
were sold by Arabs.
During this month, net Non–Jordanian
investments was negatively JD (1.1) million.
By end of March, shares owned by nonJordanians represented (43.0%) of ASE
capitalization, (36.7%) of which owned by
Arab investors and (6.3%) by Non-Arabs.
6
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 ASE's Performance Indicators
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Market Capitalization JD (m)

3856.9

3992.0

(3.4)
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Weighted Price Index

153.57

159.27

(3.6)
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Trading Value (JD million)
Daily Average Value (JD m) 
No. of Traded Shares (m)
No. of Contracts(thousand)
No. of Traded Bonds (th)
Value of Bonds Traded (JD th)
Off Trading Floor (JD m)
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Change

1.3
12.6
7.6
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General Assembly Meeting



The ASE held its first General Assembly Meeting
on 30/3/2000. During the meeting, the report of the
Board of Directors about the performance of the
stock exchange and its future plans , as well as the
auditors report, the financial statements, and
estimated budget for the coming year and its
legalization were discussed and approved. Also,
the account auditor for the ASE was elected for the
coming year.
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ASE Resolutions
-The Board of Directors has approved the Trading
Rules of Securities, and they were submitted to
the Jordan Securities Commission in preparation
of their adoption by the Commissioners Board .
- The shares of National Multi-engineering
Industries Company (NAMICO) was suspended
from trading as of 2/3/2000 .
- ASE Board decided the value of the transaction
shall be JD (200) thousand as a minimum amount
for its execution on the basis of a block trade .
- The ASE Board has decided the trading hours
to be as following:
7
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 Trading Hours  
Session
Stages
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News of Arab Stock Exchanges
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The first financial market was officially opened in
Dubai. It is expected to increase the trust of the
traders in stocks at the financial market, and to
provide more transparency in the transactions and
financial disclosure. Seven companies were listed
as a first step, provided that the remaining
companies which market capitalization amount to
nearly US $(27) billion would be listed on stages
and at a subsequent time.
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Amman Stock Exchange
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